
Thanks to a combination of low
initial cost and low on-resist-

ance, a conventional electromechan-
ical relay often makes sense for switch-
ing large amounts of load current on
and off and when proportional control
of the load’s current or voltage is un-
necessary. Low cost and low on-resist-
ance represent the main reasons that
relays still enjoy widespread use in the
industry. In addition, a relay remains
useful for switching high-voltage ac
under the control of low-voltage elec-
tronics, due to the high degree of iso-
lation between the control and the
load circuits.

However, although relay technology
has matured and offers proven per-
formance, the relay remains a mechan-
ical device that suffers from wearing out
and other failure modes. Electrical
endurance of the relay’s contacts
imposes a limit on the number of
switching cycles. When a relay’s con-
tact opens, interruption of the current
in an inductive load causes a spark that
deteriorates the contact’s performance.
When switching high currents, a relay
may reach the end of its operating life-
time in as few as 100,000 actuation
cycles.

As an alternative to a conventional
relay, a series-connected pair of MOS-
FETs can replace a contact in an ac cir-
cuit (Figure 1). A pair of IRF530
devices switches loads in circuits with
peak maximum voltages as high as
�100V. Based on the well-known 555
timer, an astable oscillator, IC1, pro-
vides a source of square-wave voltage to
drive the MOSFET pairs’ gate. Resis-
tors R1 and R2 provide charge and dis-
charge paths for timing capacitor C1.
The 555’s output stage can sink and
source several tens of milliamperes and
provide enough current to drive as
many as 10 stages’ simultaneously oper-
ating switch gates, each consuming 5
mA of peak current; the 555’s output
sinks a maximum of 50 mA at an on-
state maximum voltage of 0.75V. The
555’s output drives a distribution bus
that provides power to an array of pulse
transformers, T1 and T2. Capacitor C3
in series with the transformers’ primary
removes the dc offset voltage that
would otherwise appear across the
winding.

Selection of the transformer is not
critical, and any ferrite-core pulse
transformer that can provide gate volt-
age to the MOSFETs and maintain a

safe level of voltage isolation can func-
tion in the circuit. For example, you
can use C&D Technologies’ (www.
cdtech.com) 76601/3, which provides
a 1-to-1 turns ratio at a primary induc-
tance of 219 �H with 500V-dc inter-
winding isolation.

Applying a control signal to the base
of general-purpose NPN switching
transistor Q3 allows collector current to
flow through the primary of its associ-
ated transformer. Diode D2 provides a
reverse-current path through the
winding. On the secondary side, diode
D1 rectifies the secondary voltage and
charges capacitor C4, which filters the
rectified voltage to improve noise
immunity and reduce voltage ripple at
the MOSFETs’ gates. Removing the
control signal switches off Q1 and Q2.
Resistor R3 provides a discharge path
for C4, allowing the MOSFETs to
switch off in approximately 3 msec. For
faster turn-off, you can reduce the value
of either C4 or R3 at the expense of
increased ripple on the rectified gate
voltage.

Using two series-connected MOS-
FETs allows bidirectional ac conduc-
tion through the pair. When the
MOSFETs are off, their parasitic
diodes connect in series opposition
and thus block conduction. You can
select from among a range of MOS-
FETs to match your application’s
requirements, but make sure that the
voltage you apply to the gates of Q1
and Q2 is sufficient to fully switch

attenuation in a 600� test setup, con-
nect two identical units back to back
through their 50 or 75� terminals. You
obtain the measured data (Table 1) for
a single unit by halving the 600-to-
600� transmission-loss measurements.

Calculated insertion loss for the 100
to 50� minimum-loss pad is 7.7 dB, and
insertion loss for the 100 to 75� mini-
mum-loss pad is 4.8 dB. Subtracting
these values from the measured losses
indicates that the transformer con-

tributes a midband loss of 1.3 to 1.5 dB.
Insertion loss due to stray coupling from
the selected output port to an unused
output exceeds 40 dB. Combining a
conventional transformer with two
minimum-loss pads takes advantage of
the best of both techniques.

The low-cost transformer con-
tributes moderate insertion losses and
provides dc isolation and good fre-
quency response. In addition, the
transformer’s low-frequency roll-off

helps reduce 60-Hz hum and low-fre-
quency noise. The electrically isolated
input jack allows connection of the
transformer’s input to balanced or
grounded 600� sources.EDN
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Many low-dropout voltage reg-
ulators include an enable-input

pin that can also serve as an inexpen-
sive alternative to a voltage-supervisor
IC. Although the enable pin normal-
ly serves as a means of shutting down
the regulator’s output to save power, a

few discrete components ensure that
the regulator’s output will turn on and
off at appropriate input voltages.
Thus, you can use the circuit as a volt-
age supervisor or as a controlled-char-
acteristic linear-voltage regulator.

A typical low-dropout regulator’s

internal enable circuit comprises a 
voltage comparator that determines
whether the voltage at the enable pin is
either larger or smaller than an internal
reference voltage, VREF. Although you
can create a low-dropout voltage super-
visor by directly connecting the enable
pin to the unregulated input voltage, this
circuit’s turn-on and turn-off voltages
equal the reference voltage, which typ-
ically falls below the minimum operat-
ing voltage that most ICs powered by
the regulator’s output require.

both devices into full conduction.
The IRF530 has a gate threshold volt-
age of 3V, but applying a gate-source
voltage of 10V ensures low on-resist-
ance. You can adjust the gate-source
voltage by altering the transformer’s
turns ratio or IC1’s power-supply volt-

age within its 4.5 to 16V rating (ref-
erences 1 and 2).EDN
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Figure 1 A single 555 oscillator provides square-wave ac gate drive to an array of as many as 15 MOSFET-based solid-
state relays.
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